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ELECTRICAL LOCKOUT/TAGOUT PROCEDURE 
LOW VOLTAGE EQUIPMENT (600 VOLTS MAXIMUM) 

Purpose 

To maximize the safety of all persons working on equipment, this procedure shall 
be followed to insure that equipment cannot be electrically energized while 
someone is working on it or before it is ready for operation. All Merritt Properties 
subcontractors shall at a minimum meet the following lockout I tagout 
procedures. Subcontractors utilizing their own lockout/tagout program shall 
ensure all the following guidelines have been met. 

This procedure is to be used in conjunction with other procedures that define 
precautions to be observed prior to working on high voltage equipmenUsystems, 
working in a confined space or hazardous area of the blanking of pipelines and 
locking valves. 

Definitions 

1. 	 MAIN POWER DISCONNECT - An electrical switching device equipped 
with a lockable external mechanism designed to energized and de
energize electrical equipment. 
NOTE: Butterfly-type toggle switches are acceptable lockouts for 11 OV 

equipment only. 
2. 	 MULTIPLE LOCK ADAPTER - Interlocking "tongs" designed to 

accommodate more than one safety lock, which area applied to a main 
power disconnect handle for lockout purposes. 

3. 	 SAFETY LOCK - a padlock that is to be used for lockout purposes only. 
4. 	 RED DANGER TAG - "DO NOT OPERATEII tags used specifically for 

10ckouUtagout work. 
S. 	 PLUG -IN TYPE EQUIPMENT - Any equipment that is electrically 

energized through a removable plug and receptacle installation. 
6. 	 "ON" - A closed electrical circuit which is energized. 
7. 	 "OFF" - An open electrical circuit which is de-energized. 
6. 	 SHALL" -Indicates a mandatory requirement. 

Procedure 

The following step-by step procedure shall be implemented to safely lockout 
electrical equipment energized through a main power disconnect. 

1. 	 Identify the equipment to be worked on and shut it down using the normal 
shutdown method. 

2. 	 Designate the main power disconnect for the equipment to be worked on 
and tum it to the "OFF" position. 
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3. 	 Apply a multiple lock adapter (if needed), the "safety lock", and red danger 
tag to the disconnect handle. 

4. 	 Try the disconnect handle to assure it cannot be moved to the "ON" 

position. 


5. 	 Try the Start/Step control as a test to verify that the equipment cannot be 
energized. 
NOTE: Exercise extreme caution during this test to be certain other 
persons are not exposed to hazards if the equipment were to start. 

6. 	 Any circuit breaker that you wish to tum off to enable employees to work in 
the de-energized circuit shall be secured with a field-installed lock/tag-out 
device. 

7. 	 If the circuit breaker will not receive device, remove panel cover, 
disconnect wire from breaker and apply red danger tag according to lock
outltag-out program. 

8. 	 Be sure to use proper check list and procedure, and file with the 

necessary people (authority). See form ELT-A. 


9. 	 No one other than the person applying the lock shall remove it. Except, in 
the case of emergency, two supervisors in agreement may remove the 
lock; in such event, a full report must be made to the main office. 

10. Should it become necessary to temporarily energize the system for 
alignment, check-out or any other reason, the complete procedure shall be 
repeated. 

Plug in Receptacle-Type Equipment 

When it becomes necessary to assure that plug-in type equipment cannot be 
energized while someone is working on it or before it is safe to operate, the 
worker shall: 

1. 	 Shut off the equipment 
2. 	 Remove the plug from the receptade 
3. 	 Physically restrain and identify (red danger tag) the plug to prevent 


inadvertent reconnection. 


Battery-Powered Equipment 

When it becomes necessary to assure that battery-powered equipment cannot 
be energized while someone is working on it or when it is unsafe to operate: 

1. 	 The battery shall be disconnected or removed. 
2. 	 The equipment shall be identified as Uout of service." 
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i, Purpose 

If you have any doubt about the procedures, ask your supervisor. Do not 
proceed without adequate information and proper authorization. 

The six steps for accomplishing the safety requirements of the program 
are: U L)) 

a. 	 Know and identify all energy sources. 
b. 	 Notify appropriate personnel of intentions; and 
c. 	 Have supervisor approve and assist. 

2. 	 Shutdown 
a. 	 Deactivate all operating controls. 

3. 	 Locate All Energy Control Devices 
a. 	 Use them to isolate the equipment; and 
b. ' 	Disconnect the main and auxiliary power sources. 

4. 	 Apply Lock-out/Tag-out Devices 
a. Lock and tag all disconnects, valves and other energy 

sources 


5. 	 Control of Energy 
a.Test all eqUipment with apprgpriate test eqUipment before work in begun. 

6. 	 Verify Isolation of Equipment 
a. 	 Push all start buttons and controls to verify that the equipment will not start; 
b. Check all disconnects, valves and other sources of energy to make certain 
that they cannot be operated. 
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Merritt Properties LockoutITagout Checklist 

Job Name Date 

Superintendent 

Equipment designation 

Schedule time for shut-down 

Schedule time for re-start 

Employee applying lock-tag 

Owner rep notified (sign) 

Secondary trades notified (sign) 
notified (sign) 

notified (sign) 

Rotation ABC or 
Phase Voltage BAC 

IDENTIFY CONTROL DEVICES 

METHOD OF 
CONTROL LOCATION SOURCE OF PWR ACTION TAKEN 

(LockMTag, etc.) 
Electrical 
Secondary 
Power 
Steam 

Pneumatic 

Hydraulic 

Chemical 

Thermal 

Other 
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TEST SYSTEM 

Push Button 


Voltmeter Test 

Discharge Capacitor 

Other 

LOCKITAG REMOVAL PROCESS INITIAL 

1. Notify owner representative 

2. Notify secondary trades 

3. Visual inspection of area 

4. Account for all personnel & tools 

5. Remove lock/tag & restore Power 

6. Verify rotation ABC/BAC 

7. Verify proper operation 

Signed 
By: 

Electrician Superintendent 

Owner's Representative Time & Date 
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